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- Intended to provide some history of RSE operations, 2011-2018

- Changes to the RFC Series - the xml2rfc v3 effort
  - Two years and 3 BOFs, documented in RFC 6949
  - Developed by a Design Team, specified in RFCs 7990-7998

- Changes to the series can take a long time
  - Must not affect RPC productivity
  - May need new iterations from time to time

- RSE influence in such projects must continue over years!
• Support for the RSE
  • I proposed an "RFC Series Editorial Board"
  • RSEB should be separated from the IAB, and have strong representation from the Series Input Streams
  • This proposal has been superceded by our three more-recent drafts

• Development / Upades to the RFC Style Guide
  • Most input is from RFC Editors and RFC Authors
  • Editorial decisions are needed quickly
  • Heather did this; John Levine is now doing it (pretty well)